
TO: 	David Wrone,1518 Blackberry Lane, Stevens Psint, Wisconsin 
S4481 
FROM: George Michael Evica, for the Third Decade Conference 
RE: 	The Third Decade JFK Assassination Conference 

Dear David: 

BASIC DATA: The Third Decade is a scholarly journal devoted to 
research in the JFK murder. This second annual research 
conference is being held in Providence, Rhode Island, from 
Thursday evening, June 17th through Sunday noon, June 20th, 1993 
(places to be announced). "Local hosts" are Charles Drago and 
George Michael Evica, Papers (twenty minutes long) will be 
presented on research in progress and peer responses will be 
given. 

Cost per participant: $60-70 to cover expenses, including 
meeting facilities, breakfast and lunch, and an honorarium for a 
keynote speaker. Transportation and housing information will be 
sent to registered participants. 

Conference Theme: Taking the Critical Offensive 

We intend to initiate an in-depth self-examination within 
the JFK assassination community. 

We do not intend to re-invent the conspiracy wheel. But 
since we don't know the whole truth, we won't stop our search for 
additional conspiracy evidence. Our focus, however, will be on 
three questions: How was JFK killed? Who killed him? and Why? 

We hope to reveal the methods and goals of the conspirators. 

We hope to reveal the identities of the conspirators. 

And we call for a necessary and immediate dissemination of 
the truth we already know and an immediate movement toward 
justice in the JFK assassination. 

To achieve these objectives we are inviting abstracts and 
papers from a group of Third Decade writers, from other JFK 
investigators, and from a group of researchers who, as far as we 
know, have not published directly on the JFK murder. 

You are one of these writers/researchers. 

We urge you to think about the topic suggested to you 
(below), prepare an abstract, submit it asmaaaamWweaiiiLe, and 
then write a research paper extending that abstract. We need Your  
abstract Even if you cannot attend the conference, please 
consider submitting an abstract and, afterward, a paper. Charles 
Drago and I will be reading a selection of papers by researchers 
unable to attend. 



In a few instances we have not suggested a specific topic; 
we hope you will still respond in the spirit of our" inquiry. 

*Some of you have sent us only a "title" or topic. We need  
more than that. and we need it immediately. please. Take the  

.12a-ge=1cuag-Qutline, 
and send it to us immediately. then extend that abstractIoutlir  
into~a 20- in to research pamper_ Please_ 

We would like you to respond to the following questions: 1. 
Has Harold Weisberg been a significant source of disinformation 
in the JFK investigation? 2. Why? 

Please respond as soon as possible. Dear David: I hope we do 
not lose touch. I know the AARC meetings are non-productive, but 
wp must. not lose touch I a 	ooking forward to seeing you again. 

vica 
107 North Beacon St. 
Hartford, CT 06105 
203-232-9673 


